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Looking for interns:

* Fine Arts: To create layouts, covers and amusing
caricatures of other colleagues
* Graphic Design: To assist in conceptualisation and
layout for print and web
* Web Design: To help us develop, expand and enhance
our site

All colour separation and printing by Print
Dynamics Pte Ltd.

* Writing & Reporting: To conceptualise, research and
write original stories

Singapore MICA (P) 252/07/2010.

* Beverage Dispensing & Affiliated Services: To
operate complex, multi-function automated coffee
dispenser, have a working knowledge of basic Italian
(espresso, grande etc.), and remember which mug
belongs to whom.

Fringe benefits include a shared table space, free Red Bull, pizza
during deadlines, unlimited use of in-house exercise facilities
(our office is a 3rd floor walk-up). We can accommodate flexible
hours, since we're always working. You should be creative,
confident, and able to take direction, but still develop your own
voice within a piece of work. Our work environment is fastpaced. What we are is a goal-oriented team of chronic
workaholics, looking for other like-minded, impressionable young
talents, to mold into our own, twisted image. We are not hiring
right now, so don't ask. But we are looking to nurture and develop
future talent.
Anyone not put off by the above should email 75 words or less
about themselves and what position they'd be keen to fill to
campusinterns@gmail.com.

You don’t want to miss this.

Many will think and many will choose, but there's only
enough room for one victor. Leave no vote unturned
because the only way for your favourite cutie, hottie and
brands to walk away with our wicked frisbee awards is
through YOUR approval. You have until 17 December to
vote at www.mideayouthchoice.com, so act now.
Also, join us at the m:idea Youth Choice Awards 2012
at Zouk (voted ì Favourite Nightspotî last year)! Lined up
are your favourite celebs strutting down the red carpet,
incredible performances by local artistes and lucky draws
with great prizes! Weíre setting up an unforgettable night
for all youths and the young at heart!

When:

Friday the 13th January 2012
6pm - 9pm

Where: Zouk (Official Venue Sponsor)
Admission: Free
First 200 to RSVP to the event on our
website www.mideayouthchoice.com
will receive a goodie bag worth $200 and
a non-alcoholic drink!

IS GOOD FOOD
A PRODUCT OF
GOOD DESIGN?
-Text and layout by Amrita Sareen

Designers all around the world are constantly molding and
pushing the boundaries of design by introducing visually
scintillating concepts in areas like fashion, communication and
interior design. Another integral aspect of design involves
something that is both essential but often overlooked. It is infused

in our day-to-day lives and is also a welcomed savior to many - food!
In a nutshell, “Good Design” is defined by 3 basic parameters:
Functionality, Desirability, and Commercial Conduciveness. By applying
these parameters to the basis of culinary arts we will be able to find
out their effectiveness in promoting the field of food design

FUNCTIONALITY

DESIRABILITY

Is The Design Relevent To The Purprose Of My Food?

Does It Make My Food More Desirable?

Every designer will attest to the fact that the basis of any design is to
fulfill a certain functionality. Food is no exception. The structure, shape
and ingredients utilized in the preparation of food are all cleverly crafted
to add to the visual aesthetics of the particular food type.

It has been scientifically proven that we associate food with emotions. Our
memory receptors identify key emotions with specific food types. For example,
as a child, the smell of freshly toasted nutmeg emanating from my kitchen
could only mean one thing- spicy apple pie. In this case, my brain has been
programmed to associate the smell of nutmeg with a fond, nostalgic childhood
moment thus explaining my weakness for scrumptious apple pies..

The most cited example of this is bread - a staple dish that is featured
in almost every culture. Having been baked, steamed and fried for the
past 30,000 years, it has woven itself into cultural and political stances
and manifested itself across various shapes, sizes and textures in different
regions across the globe.

CUISINE NAME

FUNCTION

Indian

Chapatti

A flat round bread, its used to accompany
and scoop up gravies and curries that are
a standard in Indian meals

Chinese

Wonton

Noodle-dough dumplings from Asia that
are filled with spiced meat that are boiled
in soup or fried and eaten as an
accompanying side dish

Mexican

Tortillas

A thin unleavened bread,its essentially a wrap,
combined with meat to create dishes like
enchiladas,burritos and quesadillas

French

Croissant

A buttery, layered pastry that is tasty enough
to be eaten on its own or with complimenting spreads. Often hailed as a healthier,
tastier response to American fast food.

Bagels

American

A sweet and chewy ring shaped bread,bagels
continue to play an integral role in American
street food.

Food often allow people to inculcate strong associative feelings and memories
towards them. The craving for hot tortellini soup on a rainy day, caramel
popcorn at the movies and pepper crabs after a long trip overseas are just
some of the common examples. Have you ever wondered what Christmas
would be without a generous slice of sugar plum cake?

COMMERCIAL CONDUCIVENESS
Is It Cost Effective?
Food has become a medium for aspiring designers to express their creativity.
Apart from serving as a visual and culinary treat, it has integrated itself into
a holistic experience for the senses. This includes extravagant ingredients like
the sprinkling of edible gold flakes onto your dish of Creème Brulee as well
as risqueé dining which involves food being served atop partially decomposing
matter.
One does stop to question, if it is justifiable to be paying twice or even thrice
of the actual cost price for something that has been beautifully packaged and
presented. I guess its just as stupefying as spending a sizeable chunk of your
salary on a designer bag over a regular one!

